
Appendix: Chronological Table of Notebooks of Excerpts, Manuscripts, 
Articles and Books on Political Economy from the 1843–58 Period

Year Title Description

1843-45 [Paris Notebooks] 9 notebooks of excerpts forming 
Marx’s earliest studies of political 
economy.

1844 [Economic-Philosophical 
Manuscripts of 1844]

Unfinished manuscript composed in 
parallel with [Paris Notebooks].

1845 [Draft of an Article on 
Friedrich List’s book: Das 
Nationale System der 
Politischen Oekonomie ]

Unfinished manuscript of an article 
against the German economist List.

1845 [Brussels Notebooks] 6 notebooks of excerpts concerning 
the basic concepts of political 
economy.

1845 [Manchester Notebooks] 9 notebooks of excerpts concerning 
economic problems, economic history 
and British socialist literature.

1846-47 Excerpts from von Gülich’s 
Historical Account of 
Commerce

3 notebooks of excerpts concerning 
economic history.

1847 The Poverty of Philosophy Polemical text against Proudhon’s 
System of Economic Contradictions.

1849 Wage-Labour and Capital 5 articles published in Neue 
Rheinische Zeitung. Organ der 
Demokratie.

1850 Articles for Neue Rheinische 
Zeitung. Politisch-
okonomische Revue

Articles concerning the economic 
situation.

1850-53 [London Notebooks] 24 notebooks of excerpts focused 
mainly on political economy (in 
particular: history and theory of 
crises, money, some classics of 
political economy, condition of the 
working class, and technology).



1851 [Bullion. The Perfect Monetary 
System]

2 notebooks of excerpts compiled 
during the drafting of the [London 
Notebooks], including quotations from
the most important theories of money
and circulation.

1851-62 Articles for the New-York 
Tribune

Approx. 70 articles on political 
economy, out of 487 published in this 
paper.

1855 [Quotations. Essence of 
money, essence of credit, 
crises]

1 notebook of excerpts summarizing 
the theories of the main economists 
on money, credit and crises.

1857 [Introduction] Manuscript containing Marx’s most 
extensive considerations on method.

1857-58 [Notebooks on the crisis] 3 notebooks with reports on the 
financial crisis events of 1857.

1857-58 [Grundrisse] Preparatory manuscript for the 
Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy (1859).

 


